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Regional Air Cargo Solutions
24 / 7 / 365 Express Service | Industry Experts | Nationwide Bases

The Momentum Experience
Momentum Solutions is an inter-connected global network of leading strategic support companies. We are the
full-scale solutions partner of choice in the safe and effective commercial and expeditionary delivery of people,
cargo and life sustaining services globally.
Our private-equity backed portfolio delivers a diverse and innovative range of solutions, tailored to meet the
specific needs of our valued customers with agility and precision, overcome long-term project challenges, and
establish efficiencies which drive bottom-line results and a competitive advantage for customers.
The Momentum network is active in over 70 countries. We leverage our brands and their capabilities within
our active industries for some of the world’s largest publicly traded and admired companies. The result is
comprehensive response planning alongside unprecedented value through preferential access, pricing and
support. Our synergistic portfolio of services in the areas of transportation, construction, housing, leasing, catering
and other life sustaining services enable us to engineer and execute unparalleled commercial and urgent response
solutions, making us the partner of choice globally.
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Flying cargo your way, everyday, since 1994.
Established in 1994, Momentum Express is Canada’s largest regional air cargo operator specializing in courier feeder
operations and time-sensitive, cost-effective air cargo charters throughout North America. For over 25 years we
have been recognized in the industry as an air-cargo transport leader, operating over 250,000 cargo flights safely
and reliably for a global client base – transporting 10 Million+ pounds of cargo across the continent every year.
•

24 / 7 / 365 express air cargo charter service

•

25+ Years and 250,000 safe reliable air cargo flights
throughout North America

•

Over 10 Million lbs of air cargo delivered annually

•

Hundreds of weekly departures to dozens of North
American destinations on Canada’s largest regional
courier feeder network

•

Fleet of 16 dependable, cost-effective cargo turbo
prop aircrafts (11 x 1900C & 5 x 208B)

•

Cargo loads up to 5500 lbs / 650 cu ft

•

Nationwide Facilities & Maintenance Bases including
Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg, Hamilton, Mississauga
and Quebec City / Montreal

•

Experienced industry experts working around
the clock to consistently exceed industry service
standards with 99% OTP

•

Bonded in USA / Canada and Customs compliant
(CBP ACE + CBSA ACI) air carrier for trans border
cargo shipments

•

Dangerous Goods certified carrier for Canada / USA
transportation of HAZMAT shipments, including
radioactive material

•

SMS compliant air carrier with strong safety culture
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Our Express Solutions

Live Shipments

Our team of industry experts work around the clock to assist our clients and exceed expectations. Here is how we
have focused our efforts into meaningful solutions:

Our decades of experience add a renewed level of value when considering the transportation
of ‘live’ shipments. Our professional air cargo crews take great care when entrusted with your
live cargo. Plants, seafood, or animals of all shapes and sizes are afforded the safe, reliable air
transportation you must demand when transporting live cargo.

•

Courier Feeder Operations

•

International Transport

•

Express 24H On Demand Charter Services

•

Live Shipment

•

Dangerous Goods (HAZMAT) Transport

•

Max Security

Courier Feeder Operations
Momentum Express is currently Canada’s largest regional courier feeder operator for major
courier and cargo companies in Canada and the USA. We assign dedicated freight aircraft to our
client gateways and hubs and design the ideal scheduled operation to connect regional volumes
with global networks. Our dedicated team of air cargo industry experts work in tandem with your
group to continuously optimize your feeder network capabilities, communications and on time
performance. Any air service can supply an aircraft and crew…only Momentum supplies an air
feeder partner backed with 25+ years specialized experience.

Maximum Security
Momentum Express has been securely and discreetly transporting max security air cargo for over
two decades. Our team offers the specialized experience, logistics and multi-industry contacts
necessary to ensure the utmost in security measures for your high value, sensitive shipments.
Whether you require armored truck escorts, remote airport transfers, jumpseat options for onboard
security reps or outstation LEO coordination, Momentum Express offers the complete security,
logistics and communications solution for peace of mind every step of the way.

Express 24/7 On Demand Service – Air Cargo Charters
Whether your supply chain has fallen behind schedule, your exploration is on hold for equipment
or parts, your aircraft is AOG or radioactive isotopes need recovery…your timelines are critical.
Momentum is always ready to transport what you need, where need, and when you need it. Our
24 hour express charter capability means our all cargo fleet and dedicated team of air cargo
professionals are ready to load and go wherever you need us. We’re just a phone call away and
positioned at bases nation-wide to execute transportation solutions immediately.

Dangerous Goods / HAZMAT Transportation – Canada & USA
Momentum Express is a certified DG-capable air carrier. Our dedicated training programs, industry
resources and 25+ years of HAZMAT air transport experience ensures the safe delivery of your
HAZMAT / radioactive shipments anywhere in North America.

International Customs Bonded Operator
Momentum Express is a Customs bonded air carrier in both Canada and the USA, compliant with
digital manifest protocol for ACI and AMS/AME. Our Transport Canada Air Operating Certificate
allows us to operate as an air cargo carrier throughout Canada and US FAA Foreign Ops Spec
allows for trans-border operations to/from points in the continental US and Alaska. In summary,
we offer complete cross border air cargo solutions above and beyond many of our competitors.
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The Express Advantage

Fleet

Put our name, network and industry experience to work for your business.

The largest regional fleet of specialized turbo all-cargo aircraft, from coast to coast.

Reputation
Momentum Express is synonymous with ‘success’. We are well known and respected across North America for our
solid reputation, our well maintained ‘workhorse’ fleet of aircraft and we are trusted for our ever steady on-time
performance. We are led by a seasoned senior management team with over 135 years of combined cargo industry
experience and a network of strong partnerships.

Scope & Scale
Momentum offers clients a coast-to-coast cargo operation infrastructure, with facilities, crew and maintenance
bases nation-wide. We are a regional, national and international player in the air cargo market. No other operator
offers such diversity and flexibility. Our team and fleet are agile, enabling us to pivot and offer swift adjustments to
accommodate the demanding and ever changing marketplace needs our customers face.

Momentum Express operates a large fleet of regional aircrafts, eleven (11) Beechcraft 1900C and five (5) Cessna
208B specialized turboprop all-cargo aircraft. Our fleet is purposefully placed from the West to the East Coast across
our facilities in Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg, Hamilton, Mississauga and Montreal/Quebec City.
Over the years management has made the necessary conversions to optimize the use of interior space with the
cargo holds of the Momentum fleet to offer the greatest versatility and best use of full height loading and fuselage
space. This has resulted in more usable capacity for our clients and flexibility in loading and unloading.

Ratheon Beechcraft 1900C Freighter
•

Speed 290 mph

•

Payload 5,500 lbs

•

Volume: 650 cubic ft

•

Door: 52” x 50”

The Raytheon Beech 1900C is known as the “workhorse of the sky”. The Beech
1900C is a high-performance, T-Tail, pressurized, twin engine, turboprop aircraft
designed for regional operations. Performance, safety and versatility are just a few of
the characteristics that have made this aircraft a popular choice with regional airlines.
All of our 1900C aircraft are factory-converted freighters specifically designed to
meet the demands of high priority cargo. Excellent block times, exceptional reliability
and generous cargo space have helped establish the 1900C as a market leader. A
large cargo door and low still height allow for easy loading and unloading of all types
of freight (palletized or bulk).

Specialization
The aircraft in our fleet are strategically chosen. Their smaller size ensures their ability to land in the remote areas
often required by our clients. The B1900 aircraft feature Canada’s only fully STC’d cargo conversions, many of
which offer extended payloads. The fleet is durable and versatile, lending them well to swift repurposing between
specialities ensuring we meet the needs and deadlines of our routes. Our highly specialized maintenance team
ensures the aircrafts are kept in peak operating condition and deliver 99% on time performance, which far exceeds
industry standards.
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1246 Yonge Street
Suite 300
Toronto Ontario
M4T 1W7 Canada
—
+1 647 792 0478
info@momentumds.com
momentumds.com

